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Introduction

◮ Common theme of institutions arguments:

◮ Institutions (esp. dispute settlement) are like fire alarms.

◮ An audience hears the alarm and punishes.

◮ The threat of this punishment facilitates cooperation.



Motivation

◮ Disputes are not automatic.

◮ When will member states choose to sound the alarm?

◮ Audiences are not monolithic.

◮ How does audience variation affect disputes?



Why Endogenize?

◮ Why endogenize disputes?

◮ To explain whether a violation → a dispute.

◮ To test information transmission arguments.



Basic Setup

◮ Two governments, Home and Foreign are members of a
trade agreement with dispute settlement.

◮ Home picks a tariff, x , for Foreign imports.

◮ Home has a domestic audience, the Public.



Preferences

◮ All three have preferences over the tariff policy, x .

◮ Foreign wants lower tariffs.

◮ Home’s ideal policy is H.

◮ Public ’s ideal policy is P .



Sequence of the Game I

1. Home sets the initial tariff, x1.

2. Foreign draws (stochastic) litigation costs: k.

3. Foreign chooses dispute or ¬dispute.

◮ If ¬dispute, then x1 is the final policy.



Sequence of the Game II

◮ If Foreign chooses dispute then:

1. Foreign pays their litigation costs.
2. Home can update their policy to x2.
3. Home must partially internalize Public ’s preferences.

◮ With dispute: UH(x2) = αuP(x2;P) + (1− α)uH(x2;H)



Equilibrium

Equilibrium:

◮ If dispute: x∗

2
= αP + (1− α)H

◮ Foreign chooses dispute if:
◮ k ≤ uF (x

∗

2
)− uF (x1)

◮ Probability of dispute: Π(x1)

◮ x∗

1
maximizes: Π(x1)uH(x

∗

2
) + (1− Π(x1))uH(x1)



Audience Features and Initial Policies

Proposition 1: When P < H, the optimal initial tariff is:

◮ Increasing in P.

◮ Decreasing in α.

Raising the initial tariff:

◮ ... is better if no dispute.

◮ ... but raises the probability of a dispute (which → x∗

2
).



Probability of a Dispute

Proposition 2a: For any initial policy, the probability of a
dispute is:

◮ Decreasing in P.

◮ Increasing in α.

Proposition 2b: The equilibrium effects of audience features on
the probability of a dispute depend on other assumptions.



Conclusions

◮ Features of domestic audiences temper the ability of
information to facilitate cooperation.

◮ Linking dispute patterns to the information mechanism is
tricky (but doable).


